N-Fluent
EVA to achieve perfect finishes and save
edge cleaning costs.

N-Fluent
Five good reasons
to choose Evalam
N-Fluent
Less cleaning of edges
Evalam N-Fluent has been designed
with the goal to help all professionals of
glass lamination. Thanks to its unique and
innovative formula, it has a plus of strength;
translating to a lower product fluidity. This
means that there is a lower risk of the EVA
flowing through the edges of the glass. The
time to clean the glass is clearly reduced,
obtaining greater benefits for the business.
UV filtering
Evalam N-Fluent provides UV filtering at
any wavelength that is harmful to health
(<390 nm). This allows to protect the people
and goods that are behind the laminated
composition.
85% crosslink
This ensures that laminated glass will have
a durability and stability better than any
other thermoplastic.
Stability to the contraction
Our exhaustive quality controls demonstrate
its stability against contractions once the
glass is laminated, protecting it against
possible long-term problems such as
delamination.
European quality at the best price
Designed and manufactured entirely in
Europe, N-Fluent offers an attractive price
for great competitiveness to professionals
against other products of inferior quality
and similar prices. Quality doesn´t have to
be against the price.

Furthermore, there
many Evalam
advantages
GROUP

Evalam is a brand belonging to
Pujol Group.

GUARANTEE

Experience supported by a 1.2M€
civil liability policy.

QUALITY

ISO certifications and quality
controls.
KNOW HOW / SERVICE
We have our own engineering,
technical and development
departments at the service of the
customer.

CERTIFICATES

Our products have more than 70
certificates granted by external
laboratories.

PRODUCT RANGE

We have a wide variety of
architectural solutions.

SUCCESS STORIES

Day by day, Evalam is the solution
chosen for the laminated glasses
for large projects.
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